The Storm Is Approaching
St Germain and One Who Serves as channeled by James McConnell
These messages were given during our weekly Sunday Prepare For Change group based in Payson, AZ, on July
22, 2018. (Article may be reproduced in its entirety if authorship and author’s website is clearly stated. Please
make sure to include the question/answer portion as there is much wisdom imparted.)
Please note: there were a great many interruptions and interference on this call as it seems there were those
who did not want this call to take place.

Saint Germain
I Am St. Germain.
As always I, and we, all of us that are mentoring to you at this time, are overjoyed to be able to be with you to
be able to share, to experience, to help you to grow. Just as we were helped at various times just as I was
helped.
These moments that you are in now, what you have called, what many have called “the calm before the storm.”
Well the calm is lifting now and the storm is approaching as has been heralded long ago that this would occur.
It’s been predicted by many that you would enter this time of a calm, a peace, before the storm begins to rage.
You are right now approaching that storm … or that storm is approaching you.
It is almost as if, and we have said many times in many ways, ‘fasten your seat belts’. To take a quote from that
movie The Matrix, you'd better fasten your seat belts Dorothy because Kansas is about to go bye-bye.
What does that mean? It means that Kansas is the familiar in your lives. That comfort zone that you have come
to understand. All that you have known in your lives is about to change within that shifting process even now.
You are all going through this shift, this transition. This transition that is taking you toward your ascension; both
individual and your collective ascension.
It has been said that you, those of you, the light workers, the warriors, certainly the ones within this group, you
are being prepared to be in that first wave of ascension. You’re learning to acclimate to the energies.
You are understanding what is happening in the world. But from an understanding, not of the threedimensional illusionary understanding, but from a higher level of understanding. A higher revealing, you might
say. You are seeing it for what it is … seeing the world for what it is, not only how it appears.

As you are preparing for this first wave of ascension, many of you will go through that wave, be a part of that
wave and then you will turn around after a certain period of time, after you have acclimated to those much
higher energies. You will then turn around and assist your fellow man in moving through the second wave. You
will mentor to that second wave just as we are mentoring to you now. As those in the second wave pass
through, they will turn and come back and assist those in the third wave. This is how this ascension process will
both begin and complete.
You are all to be a part of this in one way or another. Some seemingly greater parts and some which would
seem to be smaller parts. But as we have said many times there is no greater or smaller part of this. Just as
there is no greater or smaller of those of us, the Ascended Masters, Company of Heaven.
We are all One. We all have our positions, our responsibilities. No one is higher than anyone else. Can you
imagine a world like that? No one is in control of another. You are all there to keep the control amongst all of
you.
When all is in perfect balance you will know you have arrived at the threshold.
This is what this transition is all about now: bringing the balance. Bringing the understanding foreword, the
revealings forward, the truth, so all may be set free. Find it within your selves now, each and every one of you.
Go forward to share, to experience, to love. Allow yourselves to be loved as well as to love others.
I AM St. Germain and I leave you now with the Violet Flame to continue to purge out all the old negative
programming within you so that it may be replaced by, not the new programming: the new understandings, the
new revealings, that are coming forward.
All of my peace and love be with all of you.

One Who Serves
Om Mani Padme Hum. Om Mani Padme Hum. Om. Om. Greetings to you!
One Who Serves here with you to continue to assist you, and serve you, and share with you. And to be with
you.
And not only to be with you, but to be you. You are us and we are you.

And as you come more and more to understand that, to understand that we are all connected, we are all so
connected you will be amazed as this revealing or this understanding comes flooding in to you one day. And it
will. It will come in to you if it has not already.
It will come in to you and you will realize in that moment, in that very brief moment, that you have been One
with all of Creation all the way through. There has never been a time when you have not been connected to the
Source within All. And that you are that Source within All, as we all are completely One with everything and
everyone.
That revealing that has not been taught to you in your schools-- although it would be very helpful if it were -and it is going to be. Imagine as a child is beginning their school process and they are told from day one that
they are connected to the Universe. That the Universe is them. And you may think that that is something how
can a child understand? But my dear friends, my brothers, my sisters, a child comes in with that knowing. They
already come in knowing that they are the universe. They do not think of themselves as this little thing that has
to be dependent on everyone else for their existence. And yes that is true in the beginning they do, but they
also have that connection, that consciousness connection that they are already One with the Universe.
It is over a period of time in your understandings, in your educational process -- whether it is from the parents
or the teachers or their friends or whatever it might be -- this is how they lose this connection or lose the belief
in the knowing of this connection.
But I tell you now, we tell you now, that you have never lost this connection. It has always been a part of you.
Always will be a part of you.

You have questions here now for One Who Serves?

Q&A
OWS: You can un-mute your phones now. We can take questions from the peanut gallery we are getting here.
That is a joke people!

Q: I send much love and light to you and your group. I'm viciously being attacked by gang stalkers. Life
threatening attacks. It's brutal. And I find nothing but love in my heart for these ones that want to destroy me
and hurt me and punish me. I send them love. I send them light. And I need some advice. And I will step back
now and I thank you. Much love.

OWS: We ask you question here first before you step back. Who is attacking you? We did not hear that.
Q: Gang stalkers. They gaslight. They do things to you to make you look like you're crazy and they do it out in
plain light in public. These are citizens, these are neighbors, these are young people. I was attacked by children
on bicycles spraying mace and pepper spray in my face. They just sprayed my vehicle just now and I had to take
it to the car wash so I could listen to this. I couldn't listen to St. Germain’s message because they sprayed
pesticide all over my radiator and through my air vents so I would get sick. So this is where I am. It's a very
tenuous and difficult situation. I haven't talked about it because people just don't believe it that these things
happen. No one in my family believes it and it's just something that's very difficult. It's very dark. It's very evil.
Can you help me?
OWS: Is this something that has been going on for some time here?
Q: 12 years. Most people perish after a year. I did speak with Archangel Michael he’s come in to save me and
help me. And he said -- and also Simon Parkes -- and they both agreed separately that most people would have
perished by this time.
OWS: What we can tell you here is that it would seem that you are experiencing a certain pattern that you
have brought in from other lifetimes previous. This would be the only thing that would explain it. It is not
anything that is happening here in this lifetime that you have created in any way. But this is a karmic situation
that you have brought in. Now we have said before that your karma, as light workers/ light warriors, is over. But
that is only if you believe it is over. So that the karma situation from past lives does not need to be there
anymore because it is only part of the three-dimensional illusion you are still in; the programming that you have
brought in here. You are still succumbing, succumbing to this programming. And if you were able to let go of the
programming this would end. All of this would end. Now we are also finding here that there is a certain contract
that you have come in with, and this contract is to be available to these ones – they are not aware of this – but
you have come in with this contract to be available to them to get out their karma. You see? You have …
Q: [interrupting] How can I remove this? How can I stop this? I no longer want to be available.
OWS: Very good. We are getting to that. You must end this contract. You must … [interrupting: How?] You
must say that there is no reason for you to have this contract anymore. You withdraw it. And you must be very
clear about this. You must be very clear that this contract is over, that you do not want any part of it, that you
do not want any part of karma anymore coming from other lifetimes. That it is over! And if you are very explicit
in this, in working with those of your guides, those of you that you call upon -- Archangel Michael is a wonderful
one -- ask him to be with you as you are doing this. And as you end this contract, ask him to use his Sword, his
Blue Sword of Truth and sever this contract once and for all. You see? And if you do this, and if you believe this
as you are doing it, much of what is going on will subsist and decrease in a short period of time as we are
finding it. Does not need to be long. And then you will find that you will no longer be in those types of
situations where these things can happen. You will not be there anymore. You see?
Q: Yes. Could I do this with you right now? Or does it have to be done privately?

OWS: You can do … [audio drops] … Did you not hear?
Q: No I didn't hear you. What did you say?
OWS: We said that you can do with this at the Advance if you wish. And we will work with you and also others
who not having this exact situation but some similar circumstances here.
Q: It's so dangerous right now. I don't think I can wait until that point. I would like to do it right now. I mean
literally in my truck as soon as I'm off the call.
OWS: Then we would suggest to you to do this as soon as you are off this call and ask for the Archangel
Michael to do as we are saying here. Be very … [interrupting: Yeah, I will.] … right. Withdraw it! Remove it! End
it! Because it is no longer necessary for you. You have done, you have fulfilled it you might say.
Q: You bet I have. Anything else?
Shoshana: You may put it in writing.
OWS: Please, Shoshana speak louder.
S: You may put it in writing.
Q: Shoshana, should I put it in writing and then tear up the contract? I've done this before.
OWS: And burn it.
Q: I’ll burn it in the fireplace.
S: Strongly put it in writing. Strongly put it in writing and be as explicit as you can that you denounce these
issues. And put an end to it.
Q: I've done this before. I've done this before and it hasn't worked.
S: Do it again. Do it again.
Q: What did I do wrong? They have literally … the dark ones have been circling my house. Literally. During this
call.
S: Do it again. Do it again.

Q: I will.
OWS: When you do it though …
Member: I'm going to send a couple of things that might help you. I've got a couple of things I can send you.
Q: I need your prayers.
Members: We’re praying for you. We love you.
Member: Will the energy transfer reset rid him of these contracts? That's what it's supposed to do.
OWS: Hold please. Hold please.
What we are doing right now -- St. Germain has joined in, Archangel Michael is available as well -- and we are
going to assist this process now as you are asking. Ask and you shall receive. So there are many that are working
here to assist this process.
Now as the St. Germain did earlier … [audio drops] … Violet Flame. See the Violet Flame now all around your
house. See it around your house. See it burning. See it burning everything in your house, in yourself as well.
And at the same time Archangel Michael is standing there high above your house and is there with his Sword
and his Shield as well -- the Shield of Protection -- and is giving you the Shield now. The Shield is going to shield
you and strengthen you so that anything that comes from outside of you in terms of darkness will be repelled
away by this Shield. Nothing can move past the Shield. It is very similar to the Thor’s Hammer, you might say,
where it is stronger than anything else. Nothing can withstand … [audio drops 7+ seconds] … that are holding
you to this contract.
Holding you to the contract that you made, as we are finding it now. The contract that you made that was
against your understanding, or against what you might call your better judgment. It was, you were deceived,
you might say, into this. But you made the contract and you have been a part of fulfilling this contract
throughout your life and certainly through these last years here as you have said. And you are continuing now
to be a part of this but no longer.
So with this Shield allow nothing to penetrate through this Shield. And see Archangel Michael now [audio
drops] [cutting??] the final ties that are holding you to this psychic revealing, the psychic commitment that you
made here. It is gone. It is no longer.
Q: Ahhh! Thank you. Thank you. Thank you for saving my life.
Members: Bless you. Love you.

OWS: Now we are also … we are also [Members continue commenting] please, wait, one more thing. We are
also adding here that you can do some music that you know the music that will calm you and bring you to a
higher state of consciousness. You know all about this. We are saying now once this has been done, after you
are off of this call, to bring that music and sit and be in that vibration. That vibration will increase you.
We have said many times -- this is for all of you now -- the vibrations as you raise your vibrations none of these
things can penetrate you. You have spoken of weapons of the … what are they called here … the directed
energy weapons and things of this nature, none of these things can penetrate the vibrations, the higher
vibrations. They can only penetrate those that are at the lower vibrations at the time they are in it. This is why
you have not seen some of the ones that you follow -- the David Wilcock, the Cory Goode, the Cobra, all of
these ones -- you have not seen them effected directly by these things because they have raised their
vibrations, in most cases, and they are high… [audio drops]. And you yourselves, all of you, are highly protected
if you believe that you are. So if you are feeling any of these types of experiences, these attacks you might say
from the dark forces, know that you are protected from this.
And ask for it if it is happening here in any way ask for the protection. Ask for Archangel Michael's Shield to
protect you, or the Violet Flame to protect you, or the Sword of Truth to sever anything that is not of the truth.
And these contracts that we speak of here is not of the truth and it can be severed completely just as we have
done here. Okay?
Q: Yes, thank you. I thank you. I thank my family. [emotionally] I thank Archangel Michael and St. Germain. I
couldn't hold on much longer. I couldn't hold on. Thank you.
Member: [interjecting] Don't worry I will be keeping you, I do healing, I will be keeping you in my [inaudible] I
will be doing healing. Don't worry. You will be fine. We believe in you.
OWS: We are ready to move on to any other questions here.
------------------------------Q: I would like to know what any of us can do to help protect our President Trump so that he is not subjected
to negative attacks (like he's been having to undergo) and to help ease his path to be able to accomplish the
good things that he wants to accomplish for us. What can we do to help accelerate that for him?
OWS You can always do meditation for him and for all of those that are working with him. But we can tell you
without a doubt that he is extremely protected in all of this. He has much protection around him. He has ones
that he does not even, is not even aware of that are protecting him. But he is also aware of ones that you would
be amazed that he has had contact with. Galactics and others that he is in contact with that are assisting him
directly. He has a wonderful or a great mission that he is on and just as you are all on great mission as well. So
do what you can. Send light, send love to him, to all that are working with him, all that are working to vanquish
these [audio interference] all of this to bring the peace and love and goodwill to all of man here on the planet.
Just do that, send it, and let it go. That is what you always need to do. Send it and let it go. Okay?

Q: Thank you so much for that reassurance. I appreciate it.

Q: We love you so much thank you for everything. The question is related to a painting that spirit sent to me
and they send it to me using other peoples’ higher self. Last Sunday before the call I was thinking of the unicorn
I connected with at the last Advance. So when I went for our session last Sunday I found the painting waiting for
me there was a unicorn, a girl lying on the ground, a rive, a beautiful castle, a rainbow over it. It's very beautiful.
After that one night after that I had the feeling that something kind of energy may be coming from the painting
or coming from somewhere else and it's going to join to my body. Definitely during the night I felt something. I
don't know if it's another one of myself or something else joined. So is it possible for me to know what was the
message through the painting and what was the thing that joined my energy that night?
OWS: What is happening for you is an awakening. There is an awakening process that is on-going here and it
is those of the ancients, the Ancient Ones as you are seeing it as unicorns and other … [audio drops] … the
memories within you to for you to resonate once again with your connection with these of old. And many of
you have this connection. Many of you are attracted to unicorns, and the dolphins, and the elemental
kingdoms, the sprites, the elves, the fairies, [audio drops] …
Members: You keep fading out. We cannot hear you.
OWS: You cannot? Can you hear this now? [Yes.]
Members: [explain how the sound has been dropping continuously throughout the call]
OWS: We are finding that there is a disconnect here. A interference, they are saying, an interference that is
happening here. It started from the one who has asked that question earlier and those with the dark forces and
it is attempting to disrupt the information, the connection that we are making here with this call. Are you
hearing all of this? You understand this now? [Yes.] Very good. Then we will go back and continue the
understanding from the one of the with the unicorn in the painting here. And again it is said that this is a
coming of, an awakening here. An awakening of the memories. An awakening of the … [audio drops 21 seconds]
… Do you hear this now? [Yes.] It is important for those of you all of you out… [audio drops]
Then we are going to … [audio drops]
Members: [comment on amount of interference. One member rejects any negativity, negative talk, negative
thought. Puts bubble of protection around the call. Love and Light. Thank you Ashtar for all that you do.]
------------------------------James: Hold on a second. Can you hear me? [Yes.] Okay. There was an issue here on this side too.
Something happened.

James: Is it better now? [Yes.] Okay. So I got out of it here. Let me try to get them back here quick. Give me
just a minute here.
OWS: Om Mani Padme Hum. Om. Om. Greetings again here. We are back here. We are continuing this
process here. The answer to the question… [members talking] We need all of you to mute your phones now
please. Other than the one who is going to ask question. That is important here. Everyone mute your phone
unless you are asking question directly.
------------------------------Q: During the meditation today during the call, I received I felt suddenly came over me feeling that I miss my
Galactic family. So what that means? That I will see them soon or is just my memories coming back?
OWS: Much of what is happening here just as we are saying about the one with the painting and the unicorn
and all of this, this is an awakening process that is happening here. An awakening that is happening across the
board you might say to the collective consciousness [audio drops] many are awakening. And those of you, those
of you -- the light workers/the warriors/the light sharers -- those that we are working with here, you are having
your own awakening processes that are occurring and remembrances. And much of this is going to increase and
increase and increase. So all we have been doing over these times here is preparing you. Preparing you for the
times that are ahead when the … [audio drops]
Q: I felt sad and was crying because I missed my family from other side.
OWS: … [until?] we are finished here. You are going to have these memories coming back to you. They are
going to come flooding back to you at a certain point. And it is going to be somewhat disconcerting to some …
[audio drops]
------------------------------Joanna: We’re going to have to end the call.
James: Okay yeah it's not working for some reason. I don't know what happened here. One of the things that
people have to do when you’re asking questions is you have … [audio drops]
Okay so we're going to have to end the call here. I don't know what happened here. Can you hear me?
[Decision made to end call.]
Member: Suggestion. Maybe we could all just send in a question via e-mail to James and then maybe Joanna
could ask James the question and we could get our answers and we could just do it that way. We could have it
posted within the next couple of days or whatever. But you know not try to fight them. Just send them love. I

think that we just need to go out and have a wonderful afternoon and spread the love and go get in nature and
…
Member: It’s not the asking of the question that is being interrupted so severely. It's the answer from the other
side. [Meaning OWS/James]
Member: Right. So I'm just saying I don't feel like fighting them. I'm just going to send them love and joy. So I'm
just saying we’ll still get our questions and answers. They can just do it where we’re not going to be trying to …
James: Can you guys hear me? Here's what we are doing. We're not going to do what … [audio drops] …
suggested this before. But I'm not going to do that because then your questions are not in the moment. And it's
hard to ask a personal question through somebody else. And then we also lose the, camaraderie back-and-forth
and everything and the dialogue. So we’re not going to do that. For some reason something’s going … [audio
drops]
Members: [continue commenting]
Moses: Let’s not put energy into this. Like Brother James suggested let’s just keep happy thoughts, stay
positive, enjoy our afternoon. Yes they are monkeying with it but let’s just swim around it. All right? And for the
next call we’ll have something better. And if they continue giving us at hassle then we’ll just continue going
around it. This is what we do. Like Lord Sananda said at the Advance we don't retreat. So everyone have a
wonderful afternoon and on behalf of Brother James I am going to end the call at the moment.
Marilou gives closing prayer: As we gather together in the light that we are creating as the light of the planet,
and as we realize that we are indeed the light of the planet, Divine essence flows through us to everything and
everyone we encounter, raising the vibration, raising the energy, raising the level of love that is communicated
between each of us. And as that love grows so are we enveloped in the pink flame … [audio interference]. The
disruption is not effecting us because we are above that. We've flow through the light of God to one another.
Amen.
Members: And so it is. It is done. Beautiful. [And since One Who Serves would have closed with this, may we say in
their stead:]

Shanti. Peace be with you. Be the One.
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